
AGORA LOS ANGELES

Decorative Stone & Natural Surfaces

Porcelain 24” x 24”

GASCOGNE Beige  24” x 24”

AG-GRES
FINE PORCELAIN TILES

GASCOGNE 
GASCOGNE is a new porcelain stoneware replicating aged French Limestone.  The development phase was based off of 
the ivory, light grey and off white selections of limestone, being quarried all around France, in particular from the 
"Massif Central" . Design of an each piece was delicately worked in detail to show off the in-depth limestone character 
with a time worn factor on the surface. Made in Bologna, Italy.

Stocking Colors + Sizes

2" x 2" Mosaics and 3" x 24" Surface Bullnose pieces are 
made to order with 8 to 12 days lead time
 
Packing: 4 EA (16SF ) / Box, 30 Boxes/ pallet. 
Weight: 17.85LBS / EA , 71.40LBS / BOX

All sizes are quoted nominal as an industry standard. 

Special Order Sizes ( with 6-8 weeks lead time ) 
24" x 36" Lappato ( Polished Finish )
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GASCOGNE Blanc  24” x 24”

GASCOGNE Gris  24” x 24”



Variation:  V3  (Moderate). 

Installation: Manufacturer recommends on-set (stacked) pattern like the photo above. If a staggered pattern is preferred, tile should overlap no 
more than 20%. Use a high bond, property thin set. Tiles are non-rectified. Allow a min. 1/16” grout joint.  Use of leveling piece such as Tuscan 
Seamclip™.

Application: Suitable for residential and commercial use.

Care: When necessary, use non abrasive, neutral detergent diluted with water. 
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